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‘The Arts Council is clear that the arts enrich
people’s lives. We know excellent work is
being created all over England and that more
people than ever are engaging with the arts.
But we want to do more, and we’re steadfast
in our belief that the arts could be attracting
even bigger audiences and reaching even
more people.
That’s why we want our arts organisations
to have an even stronger focus on building
audiences and becoming central to the
communities they serve. There are areas of
England with historically low engagement in
the arts. Our aim is to tackle this, to ensure that
people, wherever they live and whatever their
background, have access to excellent art.
We’re determined to break down the barriers –
both economic and social – that stop people
accessing the arts.’
Alan Davey
Chief Executive, Arts Council England
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Foreword

Thirteen audience segments were identified
within Arts Council’s Arts audiences: insight
(AAI) research. There are two toolkits available,
one for the ‘Dinner and a Show’ segment and
one for the ‘Family and Community Focused’
segment. For information on AAI segments,
please visit: www.artscouncil.org.uk

We would like to say a special thanks to
the organisations that volunteered to be
case studies for this research, and hope you
find these toolkits useful in enabling your
organisation to reach out and engage with
specific audience segments.

For the purpose of these toolkits, we chose to
focus on the two segments that together make
up approximately a third of the population. Both
segments already engage in the arts and have
the greatest propensity to engage further.
This work was developed in the North of
England by the audience development agencies:
&Co, All About Audiences and Audiences North
East in partnership with the three Northern
Arts Council regions. The learning from these
pilot projects, which features in the toolkits,
is transferable and has national relevance.
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1 Introduction

Segmentation is a market research method where
a given market is broken down into distinct groups
that behave in similar ways or have similar needs.
Segmentation can help organisations to understand
their markets, identify groups of consumers they
would like to target and develop products and
communications that anticipate their needs.

– statistically based fusion of Taking Part with Target
Group Index (TGI) survey
– use of Taking Part and TGI data to profile the 13
segments, providing information on sociodemographic characteristics, lifestyle habits, media
profile and attitudes

Arts audiences: insight (AAI) is segmentation research
commissioned by Arts Council England that breaks
down the English adult population in terms of their
engagement with the arts. The segmentation was
conducted by Enlightenment (part of BMRB) in
four stages:
– analysis of the patterns of arts engagement and
attitudes towards the arts among English adults
(aged 16 and over), based on data from Taking Part,
a large-scale national survey of cultural participation
– identification of 13 consumer segments
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Urban arts eclectic
3%

Traditional culture vultures
4%

Some engagement

Fun, fashion and friends
16%

Bedroom DJs
2%

Mature explorers
11%

Mid-life hobbyists
4%

Dinner and a show
20%

Retired arts and crafts
4%

Not currently engaged

participate only

Highly engaged

attend and may also participate

1. Introduction

Family and community focused
9%
Time-poor dreamers
4%

Older and home-bound
11%

A quiet pint with the match
9%

Limited means, nothing fancy
3%

Visit www.artscouncil.org.uk for more information on Arts audiences: insight
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2 The family friendly 				
toolkit
Family Friendly Toolkit
Arts Council England recognises that there is huge
potential for the arts to contribute to family life
through shared entertainment, leisure and learning.
Arts Council England worked with Network (now
named Audiences UK), the national body for regional
audience development agencies in the UK, to develop
a national family-friendly framework for the arts.
In 2006 the resulting Family Friendly Toolkit was
published and disseminated across arts organisations
in England. That toolkit was designed to support
arts organisations wishing to make a commitment to
families, making it easier for families to take part in
the arts, both as audiences and as participants.

Family and Community Focused Toolkit
This toolkit concentrates on the Family and Community
Focused segment. As 40% of this segment have
children in the household, there are areas of
commonality with the Family Friendly Toolkit. Sixty
percent of the Family and Community Focused
segment do not have children in the household so this
toolkit also addresses the needs of these individuals
whose priorities include being connected to and
supporting their local community. For the purposes of
this toolkit, ‘community’ is a group of people defined
by locality and/or common cultural or
historical heritage.
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3 How to use

This toolkit provides a range of resources and guidance
to enable cultural organisations to engage more
effectively with the Family and Community Focused
segment. While the most effective way of using the
toolkit is to work through it in chronological order,
individual sections can be read in isolation. The toolkit
provides information as follows:
– why engage with this segment
– broad characteristics of the segment
– the engagement cycle – a six-step process to drive
engagement with the segment, including quotes
from members of the segment and tips to increase
engagement
– appendices that include hot spots maps and
checklists
– case studies of cultural organisations that have
tested the toolkit
– useful links
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4 The segment

This toolkit concentrates on engaging the Family and
Community Focused segment. It draws on the original
AAI segmentation research, supplemented by focus
groups with representatives of the segment carried
out by three audience development agencies: &Co,
All About Audiences and Audiences North East.
The toolkit aims to encourage cultural organisations
to adopt practices that will engage with this segment
more effectively. These practices should lead to:
– efficiency savings as a result of the use of more
effective marketing methods
– successful targeting of first-time attenders from
within the segment
– increased audience loyalty and repeat visits as
a result of increased customer satisfaction
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5 Why engage?

This segment is one of the larger AAI segments with
some arts engagement, representing 9% of the English
adult population. Engaging with this segment provides
opportunities to:
– influence arts engagement at a young age and
affect longer-term public engagement in the arts
– build relationships with other carers/members of an
extended family who do not have children living
with them
– build longer-term relationships with a community
through umbrella organisations, volunteer networks
and special interest groups
– develop work with rural communities, of which
there is a higher proportion in this segment
– programme and develop audiences from diverse
communities, given the higher levels of individuals
from black and minority ethnic backgrounds within
this segment
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6 Segment characteristics

Overview of the segment
Typically in their 30s and 40s, people in the Family
and Community Focused segment have built a
comfortable nest with their moderate financial means.
Their priorities lie with their children, connecting with
the local community and holding on to their cultural
roots. Their interests lie squarely with their immediate
surroundings and people like themselves.

Their leisure
Juggling work and family commitments, people in the
Family and Community Focused segment don’t have
much free time. At the end of the day, they might
wind down by watching TV, having friends to dinner,
reading a book or going for a cycle ride or a run. They
also like to try their luck by playing the National Lottery
or bingo.

Their demographics
– typically parents – two-fifths are aged 25–44 and
are more likely than average to have children in the
household, with almost a quarter having two or
more children
– higher than average proportion – a quarter – live in
rural areas
– typically moderate means, with an average income,
education and occupation profile
– higher than average proportion – over a tenth –
are from minority ethnic backgrounds

Occasionally, they like going to the cinema, or taking
family trips to stately homes or theme parks, for
example, Warwick Castle or Alton Towers. This group is
more inclined than any other group to belong to sports
or social clubs, but this is still only a small number – a
tenth. They put their family first and place a great value
on local media.
Their arts
While the arts are not a central part of their lives, the
Family and Community Focused segment engages
through occasional visits to family-friendly arts events.
Carnivals are by far the most popular artform, but they
also attend musicals, pantomimes and plays. Some also

attend craft exhibitions and culturally specific festivals
(eg Mela). Their attendance tends to be infrequent –
an annual trip to the carnival for instance, or going
once or twice a year to other types of events. They
attend events for fun and to spend time with friends
and family, not for self-expression or to expand their
horizons. They are unlikely to take part in creative
activities themselves, although a minority engage in
textile crafts and painting or drawing.
Arts patronage, charitable giving
and volunteering
The majority of the segment donated money to
charity in the last year and a higher proportion than
average make regular Direct Debit donations. The
main beneficiaries are children’s charities. A third have
volunteered their time in the last year, with many
visiting older people or providing transport.
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Media
Most important media for this group:
TV
This group watches more than an average amount of
TV, with almost half tuning in for more than 20 hours
a week. They have a higher than average propensity to
watch ITV and tune in to soaps, sports news and films.
Newspapers and magazines
While not among the most regular readers, the
majority of this group say they read a tabloid
newspaper at least a couple of days a week and
read one or two magazines a month. They show
higher than average interest in sport, real life and
entertainment stories. Free in-store magazines and Sky
Magazine are popular, as are celebrity news titles such
as Now and Heat.
Less important media for this group:
Internet
This group’s internet use is in line with the average
population, mainly accessing it at home and on most
days, but not every day. However, they are less likely
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than average to access the internet outside the home,
eg at cafés or schools. They use it as a practical tool
to book holidays or gather information on a topic, but
they are not prone to online interaction – they see no
value in giving their opinions online.
Radio
The Family and Community Focused segment listen to
radio on average for an hour or more each day, most
likely tuning into commercial stations or BBC Radio 1.
They listen to radio for music rather than any other
type of programming, and their music preferences
span techno to R&B to drum’n’bass to easy listening.
Cinema
When going to the cinema, this group mainly sees
children’s films, due to their family and child-focused
households, but their stated preference is for action
adventure films and comedies.
[From Arts audiences: insight, Arts Council
England, 2011]
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7 The engagement cycle

The engagement cycle describes the six-step process
that can be used to drive engagement with the Family
and Community Focused segment:
Identify
– profiling your local area
– profiling your own data
Understand
Understand the segment by reading through:
– key reasons for engagement
– primary drivers of or barriers to engagement
– secondary drivers of or barriers to engagement
– tips for engagement
– case studies (see pages 39–48)
Audit
Audit your current activity by using the Audit Checklist
(see page 36) to assess your current/potential position
with regard to primary and secondary drivers of or
barriers to engagement.

Plan
Using the Action Plan Proforma (see page 38), draft
your Action Plan covering the following:
– objectives
– tactics
– timescale
– lead responsibility
– resources required (human and financial)
– evaluation methods
Deliver
Carry out the activity outlined in your Action Plan.
Make sure you are following the evaluation methods
during delivery as outlined in the Action Plan in order
to gauge the success of your activity.
Evaluate
Update your Action Plan with the results of your
activity. Take stock of your successes and failures and
use these to consolidate your intelligence about the
segment and to inform future engagement with the
segment. Repeat the cycle, updating each element as
you progress through the process.
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The engagement cycle

Identify

Evaluate

Understand

Deliver

Audit
Plan
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Identify
Profiling your local area
A series of ‘hot spots’ maps are included in the
Appendix. They show the distribution of the Family
and Community Focused segment as a percentage of
the total adult population within each geographic area.
For more detailed maps, contact your local audience
development agency (visit www.audiencesuk.org
for contact details).
You should also consider profiling your local area
in terms of the community organisations operating
within it. You could map the organisations in your
area by researching community notice boards, local
newspapers, directories (on and offline), local authority
newsletters, church halls and community centres.
Profiling your own data
A profile of your current audiences can be produced
based on postcodes, indicating the levels of this
segment within your current audiences/visitors. For
ticketed venues, this can be drawn from your box
office system, or for non-ticketed venues, from
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postcodes collected during surveys or database
compilation. The profile can be used as a benchmark
to track your success in attracting people from the
segment over time. You could also overlay your own
data against the profile of your local area to assess
how successful you have been in penetrating
this segment.
Understand
To understand the Family and Community Focused
segment, consider the reasons why they engage and
then explore the primary and secondary drivers and
barriers that affect their willingness to engage.
Key reasons for engagement
There are four key reasons why people in the Family
and Community Focused segment engage with arts
activities (listed below). These are really important and
indicate ways in which cultural organisations could
engage with this segment.

7. The engagement cycle

8. Understanding the segment

– social motivation – a good way of getting people
out and about, sharing information, meeting new
people, catching up on news and being with
like-minded people
– community involvement – bringing a community
together, helping to build a sense of community
pride and promote intergenerational understanding,
keeping rural communities alive and personal
connectivity through building understanding of a
person’s culture/history
– spending time with children – spending
quality time together as a family, educational value,
appreciation of different cultures and relaxation
– spending time without children – an infrequent
activity affected by lack of time resulting in
heightened need for an activity to be ‘special’
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Primary drivers/barriers
There are four primary drivers/barriers that affect the
segment’s willingness to engage with arts activities:
– artforms, programme, activity – occasional
engagement with a range of artforms, with the
most popular being: carnival, other theatre
performance (musical/pantomime), play or drama,
craft exhibition, street arts or circus, other live music
event, exhibition or collection of art, photography or
sculpture, culturally specific festival
– price – total cost of activity is an overriding
consideration for this segment, flexibility in pricing is
required, price affects perception of role of arts
activity, pricing uniformity for age groups
– timing – fitting in with children’s routine, effect of
living in rural communities, safety, reliability of public
transport
– place – preference for outdoor activities, availability
of parking and public transport, information about
facilities, safety, catering/picnic sites, rural locations
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Secondary drivers/barriers
There are four secondary drivers/barriers that affect the
segment’s willingness to engage with arts activities:
– promotion – pester power, influencers in the
community, awareness and use of a range of
promotional materials, importance of word
of mouth
– people – personalised customer service,
knowledgeable staff, family-friendly staff
– processes – range of booking methods, ability to
book in advance
– physical evidence – low-cost/high-quality
mementos, dislike of cashing in on captive audience
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SECONDARY DRIVERS/BARRIERS:

Physical
evidence

Promotion
PRIMARY DRIVERS/BARRIERS:
PRICE

PLACE

KEY REASONS
FOR ENGAGEMENT:
– Social motivation
– Community involvement
– Spending time with
	children
– Spending time without
	children

Artforms,
programme,
activity

PEOPLE

TIMING

Processes
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Reasons for engagement
Social motivations
Sharing information – the arts are seen as a good
way of getting people out and about – providing
opportunities to meet new people, catch up on news
and share information.
Being with like-minded people – the arts enable
people to take their minds off the day-to-day strains
of their lives and to engage in a shared experience with
like-minded people that they are able to recount.

What the segment says
‘You meet each other, you learn something, you
hear about what’s happening in the world.’
‘Taking my mind off things that are bothering me.’
‘Being there with like-minded people.’
‘Do you remember when this happened?
I was there.’
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‘Bragging rights.’
‘I like pockets of memory.’
Community involvement
Bringing a community together – the arts are
seen to play an important role in bringing members
of a local community together. They can help to
build a sense of community pride and promote
intergenerational understanding. The arts could be
useful in helping disenfranchised people to have a
voice and feel proud of their local community.
Keeping rural communities alive – arts activities in
rural communities can help maintain the vibrancy of
rural life. Having high-quality arts activities ‘on your
doorstep’ can help to remove some of the barriers to
engaging with the arts that people in rural areas face,
for example transport, and will also encourage people
to spend time and money locally.

7. The engagement cycle
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Personal origins – arts activities that reflect an
individual’s background (cultural and/or historical) can
help them to gain a better sense of their origins and
enable them to understand their own history and place
in society.

What the segment says
‘Community arts activities are a way of
rekindling a particular sense of community
spirit and connectedness that no longer exists
in today’s society.’
‘I know there’s a group of 50 disenfranchised
people who would get involved in dance, drama,
music if they could. I think there’s a massive
need there.’
‘She doesn’t speak our own language very well,
but she loves listening to old Bollywood songs –
not even the modern ones, the old classical ones.’
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Spending time with children
Quality time together as a family – arts activities
can provide opportunities for families to enjoy quality
time together, enjoying each other’s company and
strengthening the family unit. Arts activities spanning
a number of age ranges are important to attract
families with two children or more.
Educational value – the arts can support the national
curriculum, providing depth and range to children’s
academic knowledge.
Appreciation of different cultures – art can
represent a wide range of cultures, opinions and ethnic
backgrounds. This enables children to appreciate the
world in which they live and promotes tolerance in a
multicultural society.
Relaxation – for arts venues that have embraced
family-friendly approaches, arts activities can provide
relaxation time for parents/carers who are secure in the
knowledge that their children are engaged, safe and
enjoying themselves.
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What the segment says
‘It’s a life skill: appreciation of other points
of view, other cultures… if you don’t have an
appreciation of art, you don’t have an
appreciation that we are in a multicultural
society.’
‘To develop a bit of soul.’
‘I really like something they can take home at the
end that you can talk about.’
‘If there was something that spans a number of
ages that would really attract us.’
‘I can relax and not think I’ve got to be on the
case all the time – not “shh” all the time if the
kids get bored.’
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Spending time without children
Family commitments impact significantly on the Family
and Community Focused segment. However, people in
this segment do engage in the arts unaccompanied by
children, although this is an infrequent activity.
Lack of time – people with family commitments have
limited time available for engaging in arts activity
with their partner/friends. As children grow older and
become independent, parents/carers have more time
to engage in the arts on their own.
Special experience – when parents attend an arts
event or activity without children, the experience
needs to be really special. This is because going out
without children is a treat and a rare occurrence. This
segment has less money available and limited time, so
when they go out the overall quality of the experience
needs to be high both in terms of artistic quality and
in the venue facilities. Venues need to be near or
have in-house good-quality bars and restaurants. For
parents with young children, a good mobile phone
signal within a venue is valuable so that they can be
contacted in an emergency by a babysitter.
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What the segment says
‘I’ve always been a housewife and life has
revolved around family – not just children but
our parents too.’
‘It’s good to get a bite to eat wherever you want,
couple of drinks in the area, bar at the theatre.
If I’ve got the babysitter I want the whole
night out.’
‘We want it to be as nice as possible because it’s
so rare you get out. It’s quite a treat.’
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Primary drivers/barriers
Artforms, programme, activity
Family and Community Focused leisure activities are
predominantly dictated by family commitments and
community life. They engage occasionally with a range
of artforms, with the most popular ones being:
– carnivals
– other theatre performance (musical/pantomime)
– play or drama
– craft exhibition (not crafts market)
– street arts or circus (not animals)
– other live music event (eg rock or pop, soul, R&B)
– exhibition or collection of art, photography
or sculpture
– culturally specific festival eg Mela, Baisakhi, Navratri
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Tips
– review artistic programme to identify those artforms/
activities that could potentially appeal to the segment
– review ‘accessibility’ of artforms in terms of ease of
understanding
– ensure there is a variety of activities within
programme
– weather and space permitting, consider
programming activity outdoors
– consider collaborating with partners with experience
in delivering outdoor activities/festivals
– consider the role of food within activity

They are willing to try activities that are low cost or
free and meet their expectations in terms of subjects
of interest and experience. Variety is seen as a benefit
in itself. They are not strongly motivated by particular
actors or companies, although these could attract their
attention in the first place.
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What the segment says
‘I love going to festivals because it’s not just one
type of music.’
On liking plays: ‘Because she can relate to it.’
‘I like it when you can tell some effort’s gone in it,
there’s some thought behind it.’
‘I perceive with modern art there’s an element of
pretention, which to me doesn’t make sense at all.’
‘Good atmosphere and good food.’
Price
Total cost of attending arts activity – an overriding
consideration for the Family and Community Focused
segment is total cost, ie ticket price, travel, parking,
food/drinks and childcare arrangements. Community
events and free events are particularly popular with
this segment as they represent good value. Even when
engaging in arts activities without children, cost is an
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important consideration as they have limited financial
means due to family commitments and may have
additional costs such as babysitting.
Flexibility in pricing – flexibility in pricing packages is
required to attract a range of different family groups,
eg single-parent families, groups of families, extended
families. Given their limited means, this segment
responds well to special offers, time-limited offers
and vouchers.
Perception of arts activity – this segment regards
expensive arts activities as treats and only for special
occasions such as birthdays and anniversaries.
Uniformity of pricing levels across age groups –
a particular issue for families is the lack of uniformity
among cultural venues within a small geographic area
for pricing levels across the age brackets.
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– undertake a competitor review – analysing prices
for tickets, car parking, catering, merchandise prices
– review fee structure and offer a range of packages
– consider use of special offers, time-limited offers,
loyalty schemes, ‘buy one get one free’, Groupons
or other vouchers
– consider packaging of expensive activity as ‘treats’
– collaborate with other leisure providers to unify age
brackets for pricing levels
– consider whether you could facilitate a car pooling
service

Tips
– plot a ‘cost journey’ for a potential audience
member to ascertain the actual cost of engaging
with your arts activity and gauge whether you are
charging excessive prices
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What the segment says
‘Anything that’s free or low cost I would
definitely consider.’
‘Price is a massive factor in terms of what we do
as a family together.’
‘There are so many things you can do for
nothing.’
‘Some places if you go as a family and you’re
travelling far, there’s tickets, food, travel and
everything, you have to think about whether
you can afford it.’
‘You can’t really put a price on once-in-a-lifetime
experience. Provided it’s not extortionate, outof-this-world money, you will pay, because it’s a
one-off.’
‘If it’s excessively expensive then that would put
me off straight away.’
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Timing
Fitting in with children’s routine – timing is a central
concern for people with young children. They prefer
events scheduled outside meal times, to keep costs
down, and outside of nap times.
Rural communities – for those living in rural
communities, avoiding travel at rush hour is important
as it could mean spending time in traffic jams in town
centres and also will take longer to get back home.
Other issues for rural communities may be lack of
regular public transport and individual safety in
remote locations.
Tips
– create a user group for this segment to consult on
optimum timings
– consider programming ‘bringing in baby’ arts
activities
– identify from postcode analysis drive-time and likely
routes for audiences and adjust timings accordingly
– form closer partnerships with local public transport
operators
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– consider partnering with other cultural providers to
provide a ‘culture bus’ to facilitate travel to/from
rural communities
– consider outreach activity in rural communities as an
alternative to in-venue engagement

What the segment says
‘I don’t know why they keep putting kids’ events
on at lunchtime or nap time.’
‘I need to consider the journey home as well.
The kids will be cranky, not enjoying themselves.
I would not even contemplate something that
started at 7pm.’
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Place
Outdoor activities – place is an important driver for
Family and Community Focused segment attendance.
This group in particular likes to attend outdoor arts
events such as carnivals. Outdoor activities need to
provide appropriate shelter for bad weather, clean
toilet facilities and good low-cost catering.
Parking and public transport – as this segment is
often carrying sizeable amounts of equipment for their
children, and may be accompanied by grandparents/
extended family, it is essential that regular, reliable
public transport and/or car parking spaces close by
(free or reasonably priced) are available.
Good information about facilities – this segment
requires information about provision of childcare
facilities and activities.
Safety – the health and well-being of infants is
an important consideration for this segment. They
consider safety aspects when making a decision
about attending an arts activity with children and/or
elderly parents.
Catering/picnic sites – provision of both high-quality/
low-cost food and picnic areas is desired by people in
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the Family and Community Focused segment. People
bringing food from home should be made to feel
welcomed and permitted to do so.
Rural locations – for those living in rural locations,
there is a willingness to keep their community
flourishing even if this means organising arts activities
themselves or volunteering with other individuals.
Tips
– weather and space permitting, consider
programming activity outdoors
– consider collaborating with partners with experience
in delivering outdoor activities/festivals
– for outdoor activities, review provision of facilities,
eg provision for bad weather, clean toilet facilities
(‘welcome to use our toilets’ schemes), provision
of catering
– review provision and signposting of car parking/
access to public transport
– review information about facilities
– consider mystery shopping scheme for this segment
– review availability of information about safety – be
‘upfront’ about this information
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– review catering provision
– consider provision of indoor/outdoor picnic areas
– carry out desk research to identify volunteer groups/
community associations/special interest groups and
explore potential partnerships, address any lack
of provision
– consider whether you can offer the box office as an
emergency contact number for babysitters who
need to contact audience members (box office staff
will then alert relevant audience member)

What the segment says
‘Knowing about toilets and changing facilities is
an issue.’
‘Also with kids’ activities how do you know
whether everyone is CRB checked and properly
trained? … I can be a nervous wreck. I look at the
staging and the lighting towers and the cabling
and such especially in a marquee and outdoors.’
‘Just to be allowed, just to have the option to bring
your own things.’
Family and community focused toolkit
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Secondary drivers/barriers
Promotion
Pester power – once children reach an age where they
can vocalise their wants and needs, pester power can
influence which arts activities a family chooses to engage
in. This can include peer influence, TV advertisements/
programmes, posters, leaflets and school visits.
Driving force – influencer in community – key to
interacting with this segment is identifying ‘influencers’
within the community, ie a specific person or group that
organises community and artistic activities and group
visits. This may be a local volunteer or a volunteer group.
Promotional material – people in the Family and
Community Focused segment know what they enjoy
and will actively look for events and activities that they
want to access. They look for information in news
items, school bag inserts, leaflet racks, what’s on/
listings websites and free local papers. Images used
on promotional materials should be age specific, eye
catching and reflect identified interests. Language should
avoid being stuffy and not include technical terms.
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Word of mouth – given this segment’s interaction
within a community, the power of word of mouth, both
negative and positive, is significant. Communities and
families spread negative word of mouth to prevent their
friends and family experiencing a poor venue/arts activity.
Tips
– liaise closely with education teams to identify current
trends in children’s interests
– carry out desk research to identify volunteer groups,
community associations and special interest groups,
to explore potential partnerships and to address any
lack of provision
– liaise with friends’ schemes to identify potential
change agents that meet the segment profile
– consider use of digital techniques/social media
to amplify word-of-mouth effect, eg Mumsnet
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What the segment says
‘We’re all thinking about it, but she’s always the
first one to vocalise it.’
Re trusting word of mouth: ‘People who I know
who are like minded.’
‘If it looks like it is aimed at a certain target
group – middle-class or more upper-class
people who are already more involved with
these things.’
‘Don’t like technical terms… not an elite thing
but it isolates people, shuts people out.’
‘Copy should not be too stuffy and over the top –
use language that includes everybody.’
‘All our community will now know it’s boring
and won’t go!’
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People
Customer service – while good service is not seen
as a driver for encouraging arts attendance by those
in the Family and Community Focused segment,
poor customer service is a deterrent for further arts
engagement with that specific arts venue.
Knowledgeable staff – this is important, particularly
with regard to availability of facilities (toilets, car
parking, nearest public transport), timings for activities.
Staff trained in interacting with children – this segment
appreciates staff who are welcoming towards children
and feel confident about interacting with them.
Tips
– implement a family-friendly policy (see the Family
Friendly Toolkit)
– adopt Measuring Smiles framework
– consider mystery shopping scheme for this segment

What the segment says
‘Poor customer service really puts me off. If
they’re rude when you ring up I would just
decide not to bother.’
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‘Staff didn’t have a clue what they were
talking about.’
Of good customer service: ‘It makes a more
memorable experience.’
‘Appreciate good staff and quick service.’
Processes
Range of booking methods – ability to book in person
and collect the tickets at the point of purchase or to
buy over the phone. Online booking is a barrier to
engagement if no other options are available.
Ability to book in advance – being able to book in
advance to avoid disappointment is an important
consideration.
Tips
– consider a mystery shopping scheme to test the
efficiency of existing booking methods
– consider provision of a range of booking methods
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Physical evidence
Low-cost/high-quality mementos – these are seen as
a positive aspect of the experience but not as a specific
driver for attendance.
Cashing in on captive audience – bearing in mind
the pester power of children, this segment finds it
annoying when arts organisations try to cash in
on a captive audience by selling high-cost, poorquality merchandise.
Tips
– review quality/cost of merchandise
– assess customer journey throughout venue
– consider routes by which parents can avoid
merchandise if desired

What the segment says
‘I really like something they can take home at the
end that you can talk about.’
‘It puts me off going somewhere if there is
loads of merchandising. I have to steer the
children away.’
Family and community focused toolkit
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Audit
Having now gained an understanding of the Family and
Community Focused segment, your next task is to carry
out an audit of your current activities.
Using the Audit Checklist in the Appendix, work
through the primary and secondary drivers and barriers
in relation to your organisation by assessing:
– current activity
– improvements required
– activity planned for future
– areas where it is not possible to meet the needs of
the segment
Plan
Using the Action Plan Proforma, draft your Action Plan
covering the following:
– objectives – specific, measurable, actionable,
realistic, timetabled
– tactics – specific actions to be undertaken to
achieve objectives
– timescale – dates by which actions should be
completed
– lead responsibility
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– resources required (human and financial) – team
members, partners, financial costs
– monitoring and evaluation methods – set dates and
methods for monitoring and evaluation, eg ticket
sales, visitor surveys, attendance levels, promotional
offer returns
Writing an Action Plan will ensure that:
– all relevant information is in one place
– responsibilities are appropriately assigned
– new team members can quickly get up to speed
on activity
– time commitments are planned into staff workload
– a limit is set on financial costs
– progress can be monitored
– evaluation methods are determined by which the
success of the activity can be measured
Deliver
Now that you have your Action Plan, carry out the
activity outlined in the plan. To ensure effective delivery
of the Action Plan, there should be widespread
involvement of staff. The person with lead responsibility
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should be the driving force behind the activity –
ensuring that there is effective communication between
the team members (both internal and external) and
that progress is being monitored in accordance with
the Action Plan.
Make sure you are following the evaluation methods
during delivery as outlined in the Action Plan in order to
keep your activity on track and to gauge the success of
your activity.
Evaluate
Update your Action Plan with the results of your activity.
Take stock of your successes and failures and use these
to consolidate your knowledge of the segment and
inform future engagement with it. Repeat the cycle,
updating each element as you progress through
the process.
Make sure you keep talking to your audiences as
you go through the cycle, building your knowledge
of the segment and forming strong links with the
local community.
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Appendix 1: hot spots maps

Family and community focused
hot spots – East region
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Family and community focused
hot spots – East Midlands
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Family and community focused
hot spots – London
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Family and community focused
hot spots – North East
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Family and community focused
hot spots – North West
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Family and community focused
hot spots – South East
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Family and community focused
hot spots – South West
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Family and community focused
hot spots – West Midlands
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Family and community focused
hot spots – Yorkshire and Humber
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Appendix 2: audit checklist
Drivers of/Barriers to engagement
Brief examples are provided below of the drivers/barriers
faced by a fictional small, rural, community-run theatre.

Current activity

Improvement required?

Activity planned for future

Artforms,
programme, activity

Eg range of theatre performances and craft
exhibitions that could appeal to Family and
Community Focused audiences

Yes – currently focused on indoor
activities. Outdoor space is available but
as yet unused

Potentially use outdoor space for family and
community-based activity in summer months

Price

Eg flexible pricing packages available to suit
different family groups

Yes – qualitative feedback suggests
prices are on the high side and the venue
is losing audiences to cheaper leisure
providers

Undertake competitor review looking at
provision of Family and Community Focused
activities in local areas – both within and
outside cultural sector

Drivers/Barriers

No/not possible to
meet the needs of
the segment

Comments

Primary

Limited availability of special offers – wary
of devaluing the performances on offer

Review use of special offers, time-limited
offers, loyalty schemes
Timing

Eg matinee and evening performances
available. Exhibition space open when box
office open and during performances

Yes – timings for performances could
be improved – issues with performance
times fitting in with public transport

Review links with local public transport
provider
Review performance times

Place

Eg no outdoor activities available currently
(see above), good parking, public transport
limited (last service is before most
performances end – see above), limited
catering provision (confectionery/drinks
available only), OK childcare facilities (clean
changing facilities, space for pushchairs)

Yes – see above re outdoor activities
Given rural location, timing of evening
performances an issue

See above re outdoor activities
Review information available on website and
programme re child care facilities within venue
Review provision of picnic space in outdoor
grounds

Not possible to
extend the catering
provision within
the theatre given
the limited catering
facilities within
the venue
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Current activity

Improvement required?

Activity planned for future

Eg main methods website and seasonal
programme. Limited staff capacity currently
to extend marketing activity

Yes – not possible to book tickets online,
no e-marketing facilities

Fundraise for upgrade to website

8. Understanding the segment

No/not possible to
meet the needs of
the segment

Comments

Secondary
Promotion

Little information on success of seasonal
programme

Explore whether possible to partner with larger
venue for online ticketing provision
Test use of promotional codes on seasonal
programme
Use existing volunteers to carry out mapping
exercise of local community groups within
45-minute drive time

People

Eg one full-time venue manager and one
caretaker. Part-time box office assistant.
Small number of volunteers. All very
committed and enthusiastic about the
venue. They know the local community
and know most patrons by name

No

Processes

Eg patrons can book tickets by phone or
in person

Yes – see above re online booking

See above re online booking

Physical evidence

Eg physical evidence limited to range of
merchandise on sale during Christmas
pantomime season

Yes – complaints in the past about
strategic placing of cheap merchandise,
which children have pestered parents
to buy

Respond to complaints by looking at
orientation through venue and offering parents
option of merchandise-free journey
Review suitability of merchandise on offer
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Appendix 3: Action Plan Proforma
An example of a completed Action Plan Proforma for a
rural museum to develop its relationship with the local
community and to recruit ambassadors to be part of a

family and community panel that will engage longer
term with the museum.

Objectives

Tactics

Timescale

Lead
responsibility

Resources (human
and financial)

Monitoring
and evaluation
methods

To develop the
relationship with the
local community over
the next 12 months and
find out more about
their characteristics
and motivations, with
particular focus on the
Family and Community
Focused segment.

Organise a weekend family and community event.
Event to include a free pass to the museum, tour of
the museum by actors, followed by presentation and
customer circle style consultations (with creative activities
available for children) by 2 qualitative researchers. Max
20 adult attendees. Following the event, the attendees
will be invited to become part of the community panel
as ambassadors.

1 June Marketing Officer to liaise with education
and outreach teams re design of event. Marketing
Officer to book actors, museum meeting room and
qualitative researchers. Marketing Officer to buy
close-up map showing higher concentrations of
segment.

Marketing
Officer

Marketing Officer,
education and
outreach staff time.

Transcription of
customer circle.

To recruit a minimum
of 8 ambassadors by
September to be part of
a family and community
panel that will engage
longer term with the
museum.
To increase awareness
of what the museum
has to offer to the area
and increase community
engagement with the
museum within the next
12 months.

Attendees incentivised by £15 per adult museum gift
shop voucher.
Attendees will be recruited by direct mail of a leaflet
to households fitting the segment profile, inserted into
school bags and distributed to local community groups
and village halls. Attendees to book places with museum
foyer staff.
After the consultation the attendees will be invited to
become part of the longer-term panel.
Half-yearly meetings of the panel, at which they will
be treated as ‘special guests’ and encouraged to cocreate Family and Community Focused activity with the
museum’s staff. The sessions will be used to co-create
ideas to encourage attendance by the segment, to test
ideas about activities and to find the best ways by which
they can put their ambassadorial role into practice.

8 June Education team to liaise with local schools
for insertion of flyer into school bags.
8 June Outreach team to liaise with local community groups/village halls redistribution of flyer.
14 June Marketing Officer to purchase mailing list
and to design and print flyer. Marketing Officer to
liaise with foyer staff re event and taking bookings.
28 June Marketing Officer to distribute flyer via
direct mail, school bags, community groups and
noticeboards.
28 June onwards – foyer staff take bookings.
28 July Event takes place. Attendees to sign photograph release forms.
7 August Qualitative research written up and forwarded to the museum.

Actors £500
Gift shop vouchers £300
Refreshments £200
Design and print of
flyer £307
Distribution £200
Close-up map £38
2 x qualitative
researchers £500

Number of people
recruited for panel.
Photographs of
activity used in
promotional
materials.
Presentation by
Marketing Officer to
Senior Management
Team of museum.

Marketing Officer time,
presentations by other
team members.
Catering per event c£40
Free annual entry to
the museum per family
c£50 each family

September and March
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case studies

Case study 1:
Arts Nation Pilot Engagement Projects
Community Exchange – Audiences North East (ANE)
The aim of this pilot was to test the draft version of
the Family and Community Focused Toolkit and to
generate toolkit guidance and evidence. ANE solicited
expressions of interest from a small number of cultural
organisations based in areas in the North East that
have higher concentrations of the segment to take
part in a pilot engagement project. Three organisations
were selected to take part in the pilot – The Bowes
Museum (County Durham), Berwick-upon-Tweed Film
& Media Arts Festival and The Maltings Theatre and
Cinema (both Northumberland).
ANE introduced the draft toolkit at a day-long seminar
attended by staff from the three organisations. An
initial quiz assessed awareness of segmentation –
understanding of the term ‘segment’, the benefits of
using segmentation approaches towards audiences,
knowledge of Arts audiences: insight, collection of
postcode data and use of audience profiling. The
attendees then reviewed the draft version of the

Family and Community Focused Toolkit. Attendees
provided frank feedback on the toolkit, which was
subsequently amended to include their comments.
At the end of the seminar the attendees completed
a short Action Plan Proforma for pilot activity directed
at engaging members of the Family and Community
Focused segment. A small budget was available to
cover expenses for the pilot activity together with
consultancy support provided by ANE. The Action Plan
Proforma outlined objectives, tactics, timescale, lead
responsibility, resources, and monitoring and evaluation
methods. At the end of the pilot engagement project,
each participating organisation provided monitoring
and evaluation data. Further amendments were made
to the toolkit based on the evidence provided during
the pilot activity. In addition, ANE conducted oneto-one structured interviews with the participating
organisations to evaluate the overall success of the
project, gauge organisational understanding of the
needs of the segment, and identify particular successes
and learning points.
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Case study 2:
The Bowes Museum
Background
The Bowes Museum is a 19th century purposebuilt museum located in the historic market town
of Barnard Castle in County Durham. Its founders,
John and Joséphine Bowes, amassed important and
precious works from all over Europe – with the most
well-known being the Silver Swan, an English silver
automaton still in working order which is operated
on a daily basis.
In its application to take part in the pilot project, The
Bowes Museum noted that it had a lot to offer the
Family and Community Focused segment but that it
was not always the perception of the visitors before
their first visit. The museum’s facilities include two
state-of-the art educational rooms, an extensive local
history archive, outdoor events in the surrounding
parkland targeted at the local community and family
audiences with historical re-enactments, family fun
days and an admission pricing structure set to make
it easier for local community members and families
The Bowes Museum, Image: Caroline Greener
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to visit. The museum identified this particular segment
as a high priority for the organisation and said it would
like to understand how to match its product offer to
the needs of the segment.
Pilot activity
The objectives of the museum’s pilot activity were to:
– develop its relationship with the local community
and find out more about their characteristics
and motivations
– recruit Bowes Ambassadors to be part of a Family
and Community Panel that would engage longer
term with the museum
The tactics used were:
– a weekend Family and Community event was
organised, which included free entry to the
museum, a tour by John and Joséphine Bowes
actors, refreshments followed by a presentation
and customer circle-style consultations with two
qualitative researchers. The target attendance was
20 adults accompanied by their children. Writing
activities using slates and old-fashioned nibs would
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be available for the children during the customer
circle. Adult participants received a voucher for The
Bowes Museum gift shop
– a close-up map was purchased identifying areas
of higher density of the segment. This was used
as a starting point to target purchase of a mailing
list for distribution of a flyer publicising the event.
Bookings for the event were taken by The Bowes
Museum staff using a qualifying question
– participants in the customer circle were asked to
become part of a Family and Community Panel that
would engage longer term with the museum
The pilot activity started on 19 August 2011 with
design of the flyer, with the event taking place on
24 September 2011. The activity was led by Rachael
Fletcher, Marketing Officer at The Bowes Museum.
The resources required were education and marketing
staff time and a budget of c£2k, which was spent on
actors’ fees, gift shop vouchers, refreshments, flyer
design and print, mailing list purchase, distribution,
a close-up map and qualitative researchers.
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The results of the pilot activity were as follows:
– 10 adults and their families attended the event and
took part in the qualitative research
– segment insight from the qualitative research at the
customer circles:
– activities needed to appeal to adults as well
		as children
– activities ideally should appeal to a spread of
		 children’s age ranges
– the participants were drawn to activities that the
		 whole family could take part in
– reasonably priced activities appeal
– customer service is important – they would not
		 repeat the visit if unwelcoming/rude staff
– safety is important
– interactivity, atmospheric, getting dressed up,
		 going on a nature trail, learning something
		 historical, entertaining and varied activities
		appealed
– some experiences are viewed as being important
		 for parents and children to share and something
		 to talk about as a family
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– availability of cheap/free parking was important
– important communication methods were
		 internet, what’s on websites, local radio, library,
		local papers
– of the attendees, seven adults were willing to join
a Family and Community Panel that would engage
longer term with the museum
Key successes
The key successes from The Bowes Museum’s
participation in Community Exchange were as follows:
– depth of the qualitative research from the customer
circles, which enhanced understanding of the
segment and provided content for the Family and
Community Focused Toolkit
– the attendees really enjoyed the event – it changed
their perceptions of the museum. In particular, the
guided tour by the actors was a big success
– segment members were recruited for the longerterm Family and Community Panel
– the Action Plan Proforma worked well in formulating
the pilot activity
– the seminar and pilot activity consolidated the
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Marketing Officer’s knowledge of segmentation and
Arts audiences: insight
– the pilot is likely to have a longer-term impact on the
museum’s targeting of the segment – the Marketing
Officer has been tasked with presenting the results
of the pilot to the senior management team of
the museum
– the involvement of the museum has strengthened
relationships with and understanding of Arts Council
England at a time when Arts Council England has
assumed some of the functions of the Museums,
Libraries and Archives Council
– use of the photographs from the pilot activity in the
Family and Community Focused Toolkit
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have been consolidated with more targeted activity
with schools and community groups, but this was
not possible within the timescale
– while the imagery used in the flyers was designed
to appeal to the segment, the text needed to be
more explicit about who it was directed at in order
to specifically target this segment rather than a more
general audience

Learning points
The learning points from the pilot activity were
as follows:
– the timescale for the activity was too tight at a time
when many staff were on holiday
– the targeting of the segment was difficult to achieve
through the use of close-up maps and bought-in
mailing lists. It would have been helpful if this could
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Case Study 3:
The Maltings Theatre and Cinema and
Berwick-upon-Tweed Film & Media Arts Festival
Background
The Maltings Theatre and Cinema
The Maltings Theatre and Cinema is a combined arts
venue in Berwick-upon-Tweed, North Northumberland,
offering a range of family and community focused
activities. These include Sunday morning family film
screenings, young people’s theatre, youth drama
and dance programmes and a wide range of local
community theatre, both semi-professional
and amateur.

Berwick-upon-Tweed Film & Media Arts Festival
Using The Maltings as a hub, Berwick-upon-Tweed
Film & Media Arts Festival is a celebration of the
art of the moving image. The Festival has a six-year
screening history and each year has attracted up to
10k audiences using in each edition up to 20 different
locations across Berwick-upon-Tweed. This year’s
theme, ‘Once upon a Time’, was particularly relevant
for young people and families. It explored
the enchantment of fairy tales on film featuring
film screenings, short film programmes, artists’
video installations, live events and specially
commissioned pieces.

The objectives of The Maltings’ pilot activity were to:
– encourage first time Family and Community Focused
attenders to Hairy Maclary live on stage
– encourage first time Family and Community Focused
attenders to performances of family-friendly Hamlet
produced by the Royal Shakespeare Company

In its application to take part in the pilot project,
The Maltings noted that the second priority in its
mission statement was to ‘engage through learning
programmes and by working collaboratively’. It
regarded its work with family and community-focused
audiences as integral to successfully delivering this
element of the mission, and it was an area of its
programming that wanted to develop over the next
12 months and onwards.

Pilot activity
The Maltings and Berwick-upon-Tweed Film & Media
Arts Festival decided to use the pilot activity to share
audiences and minimise costs by purchasing a close-up
map for the local area and carrying out a joint mail-out
to households matching the segment profile.

The tactics used were:
– a close-up map was purchased to identify areas of
higher density of the segment in the local area. This
was used as a starting point to purchase a targeted
mailing list for a joint mail-out. Current customers of
The Maltings were eliminated from the mailing list
– a local 17-year-old student who was undertaking
work experience at The Maltings drafted a covering
letter for the mail-out, which encouraged family

The objectives of Berwick-upon-Tweed Film & Media
Arts Festival’s pilot activity were to:
– develop Family and Community Focused audiences
for moving image art
– more specifically, to increase active participation
among young audiences for the Festival
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audiences to experience the two shows at the
Maltings and the Festival events. The letter also
drew attention to the low ticket prices and the free
Maltings Youth Card with which young people aged
18 and under can get two tickets for the price of
one to almost all events
– the Hairy Maclary live on stage performance was
billed as a perfect introduction to theatre for the
whole family, based on the brilliant children’s book
by Lynley Dodd, programmed on a Thursday shortly
after the end of school at 4.15pm with free squash
and biscuits from 3pm onwards
– family-friendly Hamlet produced by the Royal
Shakespeare Company was billed as a specially
created family-friendly show that was the perfect
70-minute introduction to the most famous play
in the world
– the letter also highlighted the variety of familyfriendly activities on offer during the Berwick-uponTweed Film & Media Arts Festival. The mail-out also
enclosed a postcard from the Festival for an
accessible, day-long, drop-in, workshop entitled
‘Unravel – The Longest Handpainted Film in Britain’,
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Berwick-upon-Tweed Film & Media Arts Festival, Unravel: The Longest Handpainted Film in Britain workshop,
Image: courtesy of Berwick-upon-Tweed Film & Media Arts Festival
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which allowed people of all ages to draw, scratch
and paint on 16mm film cells. The workshop
finished with a screening of the film cells spliced
together. This meant that people could see their
work on screen, as well as seeing a 16-minute
version of the 16-hour version of the (almost)
completed longest handpainted film, which was
also projected as an installation at the Festival’s
Artists Trail in the Town Hall Prison Cells. The
workshop also tied into the Festival’s screening
of Arrietty, the latest handpainted production
by Japanese animators Studio Ghibli
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The pilot activity started on 16 August 2011 with
drafting of the letter for the mail-out. The Hairy
Maclary performance took place on 8 September 2011
and the Hamlet performances on 30 September 2011.
The Berwick-upon-Tweed Film & Media Arts Festival
took place between 23 and 25 September 2011. The
activities were led by Miles Gregory, Chief Executive
and Artistic Director of The Maltings, and Melanie
Iredale, Festival Director of Berwick-upon-Tweed Film
& Media Arts Festival.

Letter from The
Maltings Theatre and
Cinema and Berwickupon-Tweed Film &
Media Arts Festival
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Hello!
My name is Rory Townsend-Rose. I’m 17 years
old, and I’m doing my work experience at The
Maltings Theatre and Cinema in the centre of
Berwick-upon-Tweed.

4. The segment

5. Why engage?

6. Segment characteristics

have ticket prices starting at just £5 – and with
membership of the free Maltings Youth Card,
young people aged 18 and under can get
two tickets for the price of one to almost all
our events.

To get you started at The Maltings, we’ve got
One of my favourite childhood memories is going three great live events in the next month, which
with my parents to the local theatre to see a show. we know your children will remember forever.
And in Berwick, you can give your children that
magical experience right on your doorstep, at
The Maltings.
We have literally dozens of children and family
films and live performances throughout the year,
as well as hosting the annual Berwick Film &
Media Arts Festival each September, and we’d
love to welcome you and your family to your
local theatre.
It’s much cheaper than you might think! All of
our films and almost all of our live family shows

Hairy Maclary – live on stage!
Thursday 8 September, 4.15pm, all tickets £5 (no
other discounts apply) The perfect introduction
to theatre for the whole family, based on the
brilliant children’s books by Lynley Dodd. The
perfect after-school treat for someone small, with
free squash and biscuits from 3pm onwards.
Family-friendly Hamlet, produced by the Royal
Shakespeare Company
Friday 30 September, 2pm / 7.30pm, £10 / u-16s
£5 (no other discounts apply)
This specially created family-friendly show is the

7. The engagement cycle

8. Understanding the segment

perfect 70-minute introduction to the most famous
play in the world. Don’t let the kids miss out
on seeing the world-famous Royal Shakespeare
Company right here in Berwick.
Berwick Film & Media Arts Festival
Friday 23 – Sunday 24 September,
various venues
From the free Artists’ Trail around the town to
the Mad Hatter’s Tea Party at Café Curio, and
from watching films to making them here at The
Maltings, the Festival promises to be an actionpacked weekend for all the family.
Thanks for your time in reading this letter. If you
need any further information, have a look at
our website www.maltingsberwick.co.uk or
call our friendly and helpful box office team
on 01289 330 999.
Best wishes,
Rory
Family and community focused toolkit
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The resources required were staff time from marketing,
box office and the work experience student at The
Maltings and the Festival Director’s time at the Festival.
A budget of £1.7k was spent on a close-up map,
mailing list purchase, leaflet print and distribution.
The results of the pilot activity were as follows:
The Maltings
– Hairy Maclary sold out (theatre capacity 315)
– for Hairy Maclary, a higher than normal percentage
of tickets were purchased online (52% compared to
usual rate of c30%)
– 40% of Hairy Maclary audiences were first-time
attenders, 70% of whom lived in postcode sectors
targeted by the mail-out
– Hamlet sold to 70% capacity (theatre capacity for
two performances 630)
– 24% of Hamlet audiences were first-time attenders,
25% of whom lived in postcode sectors targeted by
the mail-out (results for this production were skewed
by group bookings by schools)
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Berwick-upon-Tweed Film & Media Arts Festival
– approximately 100 participants attended the Unravel
workshop (primarily young people and their families,
all creating, and many of whom came to the packed
out screening of their work at the end)
– 438 people saw the Unravel installation in the Prison
Cells and 110 people went to Arrietty. Arrietty was
also voted the audience’s favourite, with an average
star rating of 4.6 out of 5
– of those participants who attended the Unravel
workshop and gave their ages, the spread of ages
was: 27% aged 10 or under, 20% aged 11–18,
12% aged 19–25, 33% aged 26–50, and 8%
aged 51+
– 142 audience members/participants for the Unravel
workshop and installation and Arrietty provided
postcodes; 20 of these were postcodes directly
targeted by the mail-out

7. The engagement cycle
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Key successes
The key successes for this joint pilot were as follows:
The Maltings
– the mail-out letter written by a 17-year-old local
work experience student was a particularly
compelling way to target the segment. It was an
informal letter that drew on his childhood memories,
highlighted the opportunity to experience really
magical events and performances locally, and drew
attention to the low ticket prices and youth card
– timing of Hairy Maclary shortly after school and
provision of squash and biscuits
– the level of first-time bookers for Hairy Maclary
and Hamlet
– the level of online bookings was higher than had
previously been experienced, due in part to a timelimited 5% discount for online bookings and the
preferences of booking methods for this segment
– qualitative feedback from
Nottheberwickshireadvertiser blog: ‘The production.
Bloody brilliant. We laughed all the way through,
which admittedly is going some for a tragedy.’ But
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what anointed this version of Hamlet as a true
success (aside from the loss of two hours) arrived in
a post-show text sent by a friend: ‘Just teetering on
the brink of panto, but thoroughly enjoyable.’
– opportunity to work more closely with Berwickupon-Tweed Film & Media Arts Festival
Berwick-upon-Tweed Film & Media Arts Festival
– the Unravel workshop and Arrietty were huge
successes, helping to achieve the Festival’s goal
to engage more family audiences and to make the
seventh edition such a success
– the initial workshop and draft toolkit improved the
Festival Director’s understanding of segmentation
and in particular the Family and Community Focused
segment
– attendance by audience members targeted by the
mail-out
– use of the photographs from the pilot activity in the
Family and Community Focused Toolkit
– the Artistic Director is interested in attending future
seminars on the toolkit and aims to build
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consideration of the segment into the planning
stages of the next Festival
– opportunity to work more closely with The Maltings
Learning points
The learning points from the pilot activity were
as follows:
– the timescale for the activity was too tight – very
limited lead-in time
– using a specific promotion code for bookings made
in response to the mail-out letter to more accurately
assess the effectiveness of the method
– the targeting of the segment was difficult to achieve
through the use of close-up maps and bought-in
mailing lists
– the Maltings in particular felt that the pilot had
tackled a small sub-segment of the Family and
Community Focused segment and that future
impact would be affected by their own limited
human and financial resources
– clarification was required on future use of details
of those audiences members who had been
successfully targeted by the mail-out
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Useful links

www.artscouncil.org.uk/about-us/research/artsbased-segmentation-research
Arts Council England’s segmentation research with
details of the 13 audience segments, Arts audiences:
insight publication, regional and local analysis and
data tables
www.artscouncil.org.uk/publication_archive/
family-friendly-toolkit
Family Friendly Toolkit publication
www.artscouncil.org.uk/publication_archive/call-ita-tenner-the-role-of-pricing-in-the-arts
A collection of essays and case studies that debunks
the myths and legends surrounding pricing in the arts

www.chapter.org
For details of ‘Measuring Smiles’ framework contact
the marketing team at Chapter
www.mumsnet.com
Online community that pools knowledge, advice
and support for parents
www.ons.gov.uk
The Office for National Statistics collects, compiles,
analyses and disseminates a range of economic, social
and demographic statistics relating to the UK

www.audiencesuk.org/data-and-resources/
resources
Tools and resources for accessing and using
audience data
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